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THE RECKLESS NEGLIGENCE OF ARTS EDITORS AND JOURNALISTS 
 
by Diana Allen OAM* 
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
[This appeared as a letter to the editor in the Aug/Sep, 1997 edition of JazzChord, at 
a time when there was much discussion in the newsletter regarding the difficulties 
encountered by musicians and promoters in the jazz community to secure publicity 
and coverage in the newspapers and the media generally for their activities.] 
 

'm responding to the welcome article "Jazz in the Australian Media" by a Special 
Correspondent in the Jun/Jul, 1997 edition of JazzChord. Your correspondent 
has accurately described the serious and extraordinary situation regarding the 

way the Australian media responds to one of the most colourful jazz scenes in the 
world. A most disheartening aspect of jazz promotion in Australia is the lack of co-
operation and the apparent disinterest from the leading newspapers and/or their arts 
editors.  
 

 
 
Diana Allen: a most disheartening aspect of jazz promotion in Australia is the lack 
of co-operation and the apparent disinterest from the leading newspapers and/or 
their arts editors… 
 
It is something I've never been able to comprehend. These journalists must know 
what a continual struggle it is for musicians and promoters to reach jazz audiences 
and to try and extend the boundaries of jazz musical appreciation. Why doesn't the 
arts media want to help? Jazz music, one of the great phenomena of the 20th  
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
*In the mid-1980s Diana Allen OAM established Jazz Australia in order to promote, 
present and preserve the best Australian classic jazz, both from Melbourne and 
interstate.  
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century, needs all the help it can get to achieve a higher profile in this country, and 
greater recognition for its unique qualities. Regrettably, we in the "jazz business" are 
at the mercy of the press and I do believe the neglect it receives is responsible for its 
poor status in this country.  
 
It is "the chicken and the egg" situation; jazz cannot be better appreciated by more 
people unless they know what they are missing. The press, on the other hand, states 
that jazz is unlikely to interest their readers! That is a big decision to make on behalf 
of a potential audience of thousands. Something must be done about this situation or 
it will never change. At the moment it is a "no win" situation for all involved.  
 
From my own point of view I spend thousands of dollars in advertising in the major 
Melbourne newspapers each year. I have long ago given up hoping that I will ever 
receive any coverage in exchange for the money I spend on such advertising and the 
situation continues to deteriorate. A few years ago I used to be able to get occasional 
coverage, but these days nothing I present ever receives any coverage, and those not 
on my indispensable mailing list have no idea of what they are missing.  
 
The standard of the music at my functions has certainly not deteriorated over the 
years; on the contrary. I think it all depends on whether the arts editors are 
interested in jazz themselves. The only thing that has changed in my modus operandi 
is that I'm only presenting Australian jazz musicians these days, and I wonder if this 
is the reason the press is not interested.  
 

 
 
The Melbourne guitarist Doug de Vries: the US singer Barbara Morrison marvelled 
at his playing... PHOTO COURTESY MELBOURNE JAZZ CO-OP 

 
One of the most annoying things is that all the stars and big names continue to get 
publicity, and they don't need it; it is the lesser-known great players that need good 
and effective publicity. It is so discouraging to promoters of jazz excellence, who 
often defy caution and take precarious financial risks in bringing artists to Australia. 
As a result of this dilemma I've virtually had to stop being adventurous with 
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international and interstate artists just in case the arts editors of the newspapers 
have never heard of these musicians!  
 
Very occasionally a review will appear after the event, which is of course of no 
assistance to anybody. All it does is tell readers what they've missed, after the bird 
has flown! The last time I had an international artist in Melbourne, I sent excellent 
press packages in plenty of time to The Age and The Herald Sun. When nothing had 
appeared a week prior to the event I rang the appropriate journalists to make sure 
they had received the publicity. Yes, one had, but wouldn't be using it, as his editor 
"didn't think this artist would be of any interest to their readers" and neither he nor 
his editor had ever heard of the artist themselves! The other journalist told me that 
he hadn't received the package and didn't have time to discuss the matter with me 
further!  
 
Unfortunately I'm not in a position to bring jazz artists to Australia just for the love 
of it. If I'm not sufficiently rewarded for my efforts, I cannot continue to engage 
myself in such ventures. What does the press have to lose by assisting promoters to 
succeed? Most journalists blame their arts editors for lack of allocated space in their 
newspapers, but surely it is the jazz journalist's job to represent the fraternity and 
persuade arts editors to give a balanced and fair coverage to their specialised field of 
music, and across the board!  
 

 
 
African American singer Barbara Morrison: why wasn't there a full house? 
Because the public and jazz enthusiasts had no idea who she was, or what they 
were missing. 
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The only reason that I knew that Barbara Morrison, the excellent African American 
jazz singer, was in Melbourne recently, was because someone from the venue rang 
me on the day of the event (obviously with small bookings) to ask me if I'd like to 
attend the concert. Of course I went and would have spread the word had I had prior 
knowledge of Barbara. I discovered her to be a superb singer; she, and the first-class 
Australian band, were show stoppers. Why wasn't there a full house? Because the 
public and jazz enthusiasts had no idea who she was, or what they were missing.  
 
The public needs detailed information, not just advertisements which are unable to 
provide this. This particular night was yet another jazz tragedy, like so many before 
it, and no doubt many more to come. The press has a lot to answer for. I feel strongly 
enough about it to describe it as reckless negligence.  
 

 
 
Diana Allen with Graeme Bell in 2007: we have in Australia some of the world's 
greatest jazz musicians… 
 
We have in Australia some of the world's greatest jazz musicians. You only have to 
ask the American artists that come here what they think of our jazz musicians, if one 
is in any doubt. You should have seen Barbara Morrison listening to and marvelling 
at the brilliant guitarist Doug de Vries, who was one of her Melbourne accompanists. 
As brilliant as Doug is, he is only one of many great Australian jazz musicians. I don't 
know any that make a really good living without subsidising their income with other 
work to make ends meet. Most of them live precariously, devoted to their music, and 
are prepared to struggle with little help, for the rest of their lives. Members of the 
press could change all this; why don't they?  


